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Phenomenological equations relating the macroscopic dipole moment, the macroscopic electric field, 
and the deviation of the ions from their equilibrium position for qa << 1 (q is the wave vector of the 
vibration and a is the distance between nearest neighbors in the lattice) are formulated and solved. 
The initial portion of the phonon spectrum in cubic crystals of the ionic type has been determined. The 
equations of the acoustic and optical vibrations split in the approximation considered here which is 
quadratic with respect to qa. The dispersion law for longitudinal optical vibrations and transverse 
optical vibrations differs from the hole spectrum in cubic crystals of the type of germanium in which 
the splitting is due to spin-orbit interaction. The constants defining the long-wave portion of the pho
non spectrum can be expressed in terms of the known characteristics of ionic crystals with weak 
spatial dispersion. The method proposed here can be applied to calculate the initial spectrum in ionic 
crystals with a lower tetragonal symmetry. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A rather large number of papers has been devoted to 
the calculation of the phonon spectrum in ionic crystals; 
among these one can discern three main trends: 1} the 
determination of the limiting frequencies of the optical 
vibrations for q - 0 (q is the phonon wave number); [ 1 l 

2} the calculation of the long-wave portion of the spec
trum of acoustic phonons which made it possible tore
late the elastic constants of the crystal with its micro
scopic characteristics (see, for instance, [Zl); 3} nu
merical calculations of the spectrum in the entire range 
of q[3l by using Ewald's method (see [ 1 l, Sec. 30}. In 
this paper we have obtained an analytic expression for 
the phonon spectrum, both optical and acoustic, in the 
region qa << 1 (a is the distance between nearest 
neighbors in the crystal) in a manner similar to that 
employed in the problem of the electron spectrum in 
semiconductors. [4 J It turns out that the optical phonon 
spectrum in ionic crystals is not similar to the hole 
spectrum in germanium, [ 4 l although in both cases for 
q -0 there are three branches of the spectrum-one 
doubly degenerate and one split. The reason for such a 
difference lies in the differing nature of the splitting 
mechanism. Whereas in germanium this splitting is due 
to the spin-orbit interaction which tends for q- 0 to a 
fully determined limit, in ionic crystals the splitting of 
the phonon branches is due to an electric field which is 
a nonanalytic function at q = 0 (see below). The method 
developed below makes it possible to find the form of 
the invariants quadratic in q in the expansion of the 
frequencies of optical phonons in a series in qa; in the 
case of cubic crystals such invariants are not only q2, 

but also such as, for example, (q~ + q; + q~)/q2• In ad
dition this method allows one to express the parame
ters which determine the long-wave spectrum in terms 
of other known constants, such as w0 -the infrared dis
persion frequency (the limiting frequency of the trans
verse optical vibrations), and E0 and E 00-the static and 
high-frequency dielectric permittivity, etc. 

It is essential to note that it is precisely the long-
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wave portion of the spectrum which is important in the 
study of many interesting phenomena in ionic crystals. 
Such phenomena are, for example, optical effects, since 
the proposed met.!J.od makes it possible to calculate the 
dielectric tensor under conditions of spatial and time 
dispersion for qa << 1 but arbitrary refractive index. 
This makes it possible, first, to extend the limits of ap
plicability of Ginzburg's theory[ 5l in the region of fre
quencies close to w0 , and, secondly, to determine the 
constants in the phenomenological expansion of the di
electric tensor in a series in q. [ 5 l 

In addition, a knowledge of the long-wave portion of 
the optical phonon spectrum makes it possible to set up 
the problem of local vibrations in ionic crystals in the 
presence of a defect with long-range interaction, i.e., 
in the case when Lifshitz' method[ SJ of determining the 
frequencies of local vibrations ceases to be construc
tive. Such local vibrations can occur in the presence of 
an F center in the crystal when an electron is localized 
on a lattice point, as happens in the case of strong elec
tron-phonon interaction, [ 7 , SJ etc. 

2. OPTICAL VIBRATION BRANCHES 

For simplicity we restrict ourselves in this paper 
to a consideration of crystals belonging to the symme
try class ~ with two atoms per unit cell, i.e., the the
ory presented below is in fact applicable to two types of 
lattices-NaCl and CsCl. In principle, the proposed 
method is also suitable for lattices of lower tetragonal 
symmetry. 

In the approximation neglecting spatial dispersion 
the equations of motion of the optical vibration branches 
of ionic crystals can be written by introducing a macro
scopic electric field E and a macroscopic dipole mo
ment P (see [ 1l, Sees. 7 and 9). Unlike (7.1) and (7.2) 
in [ 1 l, we write them in the q representation: 

( eo- €oo Va )'f, M -- M+M- ' (1) ro2v,.(q)= roo2v,.(q)- Olo ---- E,.(q), 
4rr M M++M-

( e0-e,.,M)'t. e~-1 
P,.(q)= oo0 - 4--- v,.(q)+-4-E,.(q), 

Jt Val :rt 
(2) 
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(3) 

Here va is the volume of the unit cell, the Greek sub
scripts a = 1, 2, 3 denote projections on the Cartesian 
coordinate axes, v(q) = u(q) - u(q) where u(q) is the 

+ - -
displacement of an ion of the type ± from its equilib-
rium position. Equation (3) is the electrostatic Max
well-Lorentz equation in the q representation. The 
purpose of this work is to obtain correction terms due 
to dispersion for the right-hand sides of (1) and (2). 
However, we find it convenient fi.rst to obtain a solution 
of Eqs. (1)-(3), because the steps of this calculation 
will be repeated in solving a similar system of equa
tions in the presence of dispersion. Let us substitute 
Pa(q) from (2) and (3), and assuming 

we obtain 

' (>lo r 4:-df ( "."- <oo) ']"' ~ q,qp L"(q)= ----1---- LJ --;--vp(q). 
[.'X> L l'u . ql. 

fl 

Substituting (5) in (1): 

'l l:'n- foo ~ qaqfi 
<u21'a(<f) = wo'z·,(q)+ ,,~--- LJ -_-vp(q). 

Eoo j-', q2 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Diagonalizing the system of Eqs. (6) by means of the 
transformation 

Then 

Va (q) = .SUa_· (q) v,, (q), 
~ 

--,-1-.,-(q,'q3 --j--q,'\ 
q, + q, q ) 

:!lq, ,, (t - _<l:J) 
q,· 'T q,- q 

q, 
q 

(w2 - ula2) iiu(!J) ~= 0, 

which coincides with (7 .16) and (7 .17) from [ lJ. 

(7) 

(9) 

(10) 

In the presence of spatial dispersion the coefficients 
of the right-hand sides of Eqs. (1) and (2) and of Ea(q) 
and va(q) depend on q. For weak dispersion one can 
expand these coefficients in a series in q (the dimen
sionless expansion parameter will be qa). Such an ex
pansion will have no odd terms because of the center of 
inversion in the lattice, and zero-order terms in qa 
will coincide with the right-hand parts of (1) and (2). 
We shall retain only the quadratic terms of such an ex
pansion. The resulting equations can be written as fol
lows 

(11) 

(
. fJ- Eoo ill/)'' eoo- 1 

l'a('l) ~0~ ------- -·--. l0111'u('I)+---Ea('l) 
!ut l" 11 4Jt 

(12) 

Here 1Iaj3(q), Gaj3(q), and F aj3(q) are matrices quad
ratic in q. From group theory considerations they can 
be written in the form 

IIaJl(q) = Wc2a 2 {rqaqp +bad (l- 1/,s)q2 + sqa2]}, (13) 

where r, l, and s are numbers of the order of unity. 
The matrices Gaj3(q) and F aj3(q) can be similarly 
written. Let us emphasize that the latter two matrices 
describe the corrections due to the deformations of the 
ions and vanish in the rigid-ion approximation (see [ lJ, 

Sec. 44). 
Equations (11) and (12) along with (3) describe the 

dynamics of long-wave optical vibration branches. 
Eliminating with the aid of (11) v(q) from Eq. (12), one 
can obtain the dielectric tensor Eaj3(q, w ): 

Here 

~(q, w) = Det[(w2 - wo2)1\ap + IIap(q)], (15) 

and Aaj3(q, w) are the algebraic complements of this 
determinant constructed on the row a and column j3 
(Aaj3 = Aj3a). In the rigid-ion approximation only the 
first two terms remain on the right-hand side of (14). 

It will be shown in the Appendix that from Eaj3(q, w) 
one can find the optical phonon spectrum. However, in 
the main text of the article it will be more convenient 
for us to seek the spectrum in accordance with the cal
culation scheme presented above, bearing in mind that 
this scheme can be used to find the frequency spectrum 
of local vibrations in the presence of a defect with long
range interaction. 1 > We shall turn to this problem in 
our following article. 

Eliminating the field E(q) from (11) with the aid of 
(12) and (3 ), we obtain 

where 

(17) 

The splitting of the longitudinal and transverse modes 
is due to the second term in (16) which appears because 
of the presence of an electric field. We note that (16) 
differs from its analog for the hole spectrum in ger
manium. [ 4 J First, the form of the Haj3(q) matrix in 
our case is more complex than in [ 4 J, and secondly the 
"splitting" perturbation is here, unlike in the case of 
germanium, nonanalytic at the point q = 0. We note that 
in the rigid-ion model (F aj3 = Gaj3 = 0) the form of the 
matrix Ha13(q) becomes characteristic for the hole 

ll An integral term with a symmetric kernel Kaf3(q, q') which plays 
the role of the "potential" energy will appear in the right-hand part of 
Eq. (II) in the presence of such a defect. This equation can then be 
transformed into a differential one, its eigenvalues wj giving the spect
rum of local vibrations. 
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spectrum of germanium [see (13)], but the difference in 
the "splitting" terms remains. 

The determinant of (16) is a cubic equation with re
spect to w 2 and determines the optical phonon spec
trum. In this case too, the transformation (7) makes it 
possible to decouple the equations for longitudinal and 
transverse vibrations in the parameter (qa) 2E0/(E 0 - E00), 

as is done in the calculation of electron spectra. [ 4 l 

Making use of (8), we have 

Det[(w2 - wa2)6aB- HaB(q)J = 0, H = UHU-1 == UHU. (18) 

It is readily seen that for (qa)2Eo/(Eo- E00) << 1 the de
terminant in (18) separates into a product of two deter
minants of the first and second order. One can then 
readily find the frequency of the longitudinal branch: 

, eo eo . "i:' qaqB 
w,- = -wo2 + H,,(q) = -wo2 + LJ ~-Hafl(q). 

I.: co Boo a., f3 q2 
(19) 

Substituting in (19) expression (17) for Haf3(q), we ob
tain 

(19a) 

where 

(20) 

Analogously with the expression for transverse fre
quencies, one finds from the second-order determinant: 

Det[(w2 - w02)6;;- H 1;(q)] = 0, i,j = 1, 2. (21) 

After straightforward algebraic transformations, we ob
tain 

w,~, = wo2 + + ~ ( q~~!.- 6aB) HafJ(q)±{ ~ ~ WaB(q)}2 

a,B a,B 

- [ _1_ L; IIaa(q) ]' + [ _1_ ~ qaqfl IIafJ(q) r 
2 a 2 a,fJ q' 

1 "i:' qaqfJ "i:' qaqB I '(, + LJ - llafJ(q)llw(q)- LJ --llav(q)llvfJ(q) . (22) 
2 a,fJ,v q2 a,fJ,v q' 

The expressions for w 2 can be further simplified if 
the matrix elements llaf3(q) and <l?af3(q) are repre
sented in the form (13) 

<DafJ(q)= ~ (t)o2a2 {pqaqfJ + bafJ[(m- p) q2 + nqa2.]}, (13a) 
E= 

where p, m, and n are numbers of the order of unity. 
Then 

ws' = -w02 1 + mq"a'+ na2 2;- , eo { qa4
} 

f.oo a. q2 
(23) 

According to (24) the transverse frequencies do not 
split along the crystallographic [100] and [111] axes 
in the approximation quadratic in q. The determination 
of the values of m, n, l, and s entering in the expres
sions for the frequencies is a problem of the micro-

scopic theory which we shall present in the following 
Section. 

3. EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF THE ION LATTICE 

The purpose of this section is to obtain Eqs. (11), 
(12), and (3) from microscopic considerations. To this 
end it is essential to consider the equations of motion of 
the ion lattice. 

An arbitrary ion of the lattice is acted upon by short
range nonelectrical forces, as well as by long-range 
Coulomb forces. In considering the short-range part of 
the interaction we restrict ourselves to the model of 
pair and central forces. The dynamical matrix of short
range forces is then written in the form (see [ lJ, 

Sec. 29) 

+ 4ra ( k~}fJ (k~') <p~~-[ r2(k~')]} cos[ qr(k~') J . (25) 

Here r(k,) is the vector joining the equilibrium posi
tions of an ion of the type k' in the zeroth unit cell (in 
the case under consideration k' takes on two values: 
+ and -) and of an ion of the k-th type in the Z-th unit 
cell, <Pkk'(x) is the energy of the pair interaction which 
decreases rapidly with increasing x (the primes of 
<Pkk' indicate differentiation with respect to the argu
ment), the subscripts a and f3 denote projections on 
the axes of a Cartesian coordinate system which we 
shall orient along the crystallographic axes. The prime 
in the summation sign signifies the exclusion from it of 
the term with l = 0 and k = k'. We shall restrict our
selves to terms quadratic in qa. Expanding (25) in qa 
and using the symmetry relations, we obtain 

where 

I 1 '1 (l)'[(l)l £,(kk)=25.(kk')+2; 3r2 kk' !pkh' r2 kk' J' 
l 

sdkk'l = s;(k'k). (27) 

In the case when in considering short-range interac
tion one can restrict oneself to the interaction of near
est neighbors (we shall refer to such a model as the 
short-range interaction model), (27) takes on the form 

~1 = ~· <p" ( va4 - 3 ~ aaf ), (27a) 
a 
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1 1 " 52= 2 61 + 3 va"<p , ss= -rp"( va'-5~ a,.•), 
a 

s; =or;,(+-), r;,(kk) = 0; rp' =o Cf'+-' ( a2), rp" =o rp+-" ( a2). 

Here v is the number of nearest neighbors, and a is a 
vector drawn to the site of the nearest neighbor. Below 
the constants cp' and cp" will be expressed in terms of 
experimentally observed quantities. 

Let us now turn to the Coulomb interaction. Accord
ing to [ tJ, Sec. 30, the effective Hlectric field acting 
upon an ion of type k can in the q representation be 
written in the form 

E .. (!)=E .. (q)+ ~Q .. ~C~)p~(k~). (28) 
h',~ 

where p(~) is the dipole moment of the ion of the type 
k resulting from the deviation of the ion from the equi
librium position as well as from its polarization by the 
field, and E(q) is the macroscopic field defined in (3); 
QaB is a widely known matrix [see, for example, (30.31) 
in [ll]. Expanding Qa{3 in a series in qa and using the 
symmetry relations , we obtain after cumbersome but 
not complicated calculations 

Q,.~ ( k~') ~ Q~~ ( k:' ) + Q~~ ( k~' ) + . ' . ' Q~~ ( k~') = ~~a 0"~' 
Q~~ (k~') =- ~{A2(kk')q,.q~ + lla~( t:: A, (kk')- A2(kk') J q,.2 

1 ) - 2 Ai(kk')q2 ) J; A,(+ --)=A;(-+) 

=Ac; A,(+ +)=A;(---) =A;+; (29) 

Q(2)( q ) -Q{2)( q ) -Q(2)( q,) 
"~ +- - a~ -+ - a~ _ , 

Q~J(+ ~) =ifa~(_q_)=(fa1(!),, 

where At and A2 are numbers of the order of unity 
which depend only on the symmetry of the lattice. They 
can be calculated by using the following expressions: 

A,(kk')= ~ ~'fdsexpr-s'rz( l )][ s'r,.•( l) 
Yn " kk' ·kk', 

l H 

1 ( l )] na 4na ~ [ ( 0 ) g2 (h) ] --s2r2 ---+- L:Jexp -ig(h)•· --.-
6 kk' vJ[2 Va h*o kk' 41J2 

{ ,[4 1 1 J 2 5} 
X g, (h) g6 (h) + H'g'(h) + 8H'g2W -3g2 (h) -12H2 

na 4na [ ( 0 ) g2(h)] - --+- ~ exp - ig(h)r ---
vaH2 Va h*O kk' 4H2 

x{f_l_g'(h)-g,.'(h) l[___i__+_1_+_1 -]--1 __ 1} 
L3 g'l(h) H•g'(h) 8H'g'(h) 3g2(h) 3ll• ' 

(30) 

where g(h) is a reciprocal lattice vector, h is the num
ber of the reciprocal lattice point, H is a parameter 
which has the dimension of a reciprocal length and 
which insures the rapid convergence of both series in 
(30) [see [ tJ, Sec. 30]. The quantities At and A2 do 
not depend on H, since by differentiating them with re-

spect to H and taking into account certain relations 
between sums over the real and reciprocal lattice we 
find that these derivatives vanish. 

Let us consider the model of isotropically polariza
ble ions. One can then find the magnitude of the induced 
dipole p from the relation (see Sees. 9 and 3 5 in [lJ ): 

(31) 

where ak is the polarizability of the ion of type k (in 
the rigid-ion approximation Cik = 0). The equation for 
determining p can be written in the form 

p,.(: )= a,E,.(q) + e,ua( ~) + ak ~ Qa~( k~' )P~(k~), (32) 
~. h' 

where we have used (28), (31), and the relation 

Here u(~) is the deviation of the ion of type k from its 

equilibrium position, and ek is the effective charge of 
the ion of type k. 

The solution of Eq. (32) can be written in the form 

Po. CJ = ~~· A~J c~, ){ a,E~(q)+ e •. u~(;)} ' (33) 

A,.~ ( !, ) = 6,.~6••·- a,•Q,.~ ( k~') ; 

~ A~;( k;") Av~ ( k~'J = ba~bk'k· 
"r', k" 

Using (33) one can write an expression for the macro
scopic dipole moment: 

Pa(q) = _!__ ~ p,. ( qk) =_!__~fa~(~){ a,E~(q) + e,.u~( q,)} 
V,, k Va B, k' k k 

fa~ G,) = 2} ~~ (k!' ) , (34) 
k 

An equation for r a{3 can be obtained from (33): 

~ f av ( i,) Av~ ( k~ k ) = t'>a~. 
'\', h' 

(35) 

Substituting in (3 5) the expression for Aa{3 from (33) 
and expanding in a series Qa{3 accurate up to terms 
~q2, we obtain a closed expression for r a{3: 

fa~(~) =AI5,.~+V~ a,, 
-. k' 

{ <•> ( q ) ( 4n ) (2.! ( q ) 4n . 1 
X Q"B k' + 1 - 3va a_:+ Q,.~ ' k'- 3va a- f• 

4n 
A= (1- x,)-1, x, =- (avl- a_). 

3va 

(36) 

The expression for r a{3(~) is obtained from (36) by a 
replacement of subscripts +:;::: -. 

Let us introduce coordinates connected with the cen
ter of gravity of the unit cell: 

Substituting (36) and (37) in (34), we obtain an expres
sion for P<l!(q): 
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eJ.. 3 
P,.(q)=-Va.(q)+ 4-A.x1E,.(q)+ :3 Ga.p(q)vp(q) 

~ n P 

~ 3 (M++M- )2 ~ <•>(q) + L.J Fa.p(q)Ep(q)+BeA-(<4- a....) M -M L.J Qa.p 2 wp(q)l 
p :rc + - p (38) 

where 

( 31.. )~ { (2) ( q ) (2) ( q) } Fa.p(q)= ,4n v. Qa.p 1 xt•+Qa.p 2 x(x-xt) 1 

4n a~+-a....M
'X= 3v. M+-M-

Let us now go over to setting up the equations of mo
tion: 

ro•Mkua.(i)= :3 [ Ca.p (k!') up(:) -Ca.p( :k,)up ( ~)]- ekEa.{:) 

ll~ll (40) 

By virtue of the electrical neutrality of the unit cell and 
of the symmetry relations the force exerted on a given 
dipole by all the remaining stationarr ions is zero. Sub
stituting in (40) expression (28) for E, and then expres
sing p with the aid of (33), we obtain 

ro•Mkua.G)=~[ C,.p(k~')up(!,)-c .. p(k~') up(:)] 
k~ 

- ehEa.(q)- eh :3 Da.p ( k~' ){ a•·Ep(q)+ ek•Up(:,~)}, (41) 
k'P 

where Da[:3 is determined from the equation 

:3 Da.v (k:") AvP(k'~') = Qa.p(k!' ) . (42) 
v. k" 

The solution of Eq. (42) with an accuracy up to terms 
"'q2 is found in the same way as used in solving (35). 
We substitute the obtained value for Da(3 in (41) and 
expanding all the coefficients in a series in q: 

ro2w,.(q)= ~ La.p(q)wp(q)+ :3Ra.p(q)vp(q)+ ~ Sa.p(q)Ep(q),(43) 
p p p 

1 [ 4ne2A. ] eA. ro2v,.(q)=- 5(+-)-~ v,.(q)--E,.(q) 
M 3va M 

- ~ Ila.p(q)vp(q)- ~ ~ Ga.p(q)Ep(q)+ ~ Ka.p(q)wp(q) 1 (44) 
p p p 

where 

Ila.p(q) = e;• { Q~~( i) + ~~( ~) x(x -1)} 

+ M+!M_ {2Ca.p(+~__)- !:tf:~(+~)- !~ ~P(_~)}, (45) 

L .. p(q) = M+~M- { -e·~Z:~!~)' Q .. p(i) +n~· c .. p(k~,)} (46) 

The quantities ~(+-) and Ga[:J(q) have been defined in 
(27) and (39) respectively. The matrices Ra[:J(q), 
Sa,e(q), and Ka{3(q) quadratic in q will not be required 
below because taking them into account leads to correc
tions of higher order than the quadratic approximation 

in qa which we are employing. We shall therefore not 
write out these matrices explicitly. 

In the approximation quadratic in q the equations 
for the optical and acoustic branches are uncoupled. 
This is readily noted by analyzing Eqs. (43) and (44). 
Taking into account the fact that the coefficients in the 
right-hand side of Eq. (43) are "'q2 and w ,.... w 0 , one 
can conclude that in the approximation being considered 
in the optical vibration branch w(q) = 0. Then Eqs. (44) 
and (38) will take on the form of (11) and (12) for 

Eoo-1 
Xt= Eoo + 2' 

(47) 

which is in agreement with the results of Sec. 9 in [ 11 • 

Making use of the expressions obtained for 1Ia(3(q), 
Ga[:J(q), and F a{:3(q), one can write the quantities m, n, 

l, and s introduced in the preceding Section in terms of 
microscopic parameters: 

m = (~ _ _!_) ~{A•-~At+ 2x(2x + 1) 1 A( -~.At')} 
Boo Eo 4:n;a3 2 2 

800 2[st(+-l+5z(+-)]- M~+ t(++HS.<++ll Boroo2 (M+ + M-) 

- !:n;.<-->+s·<-->1 }. 

n= (_!_ _ _!_)~{~.A:1 -.A:2 +2x(2x+ 1) (~A:{ -.A:z')} 
Eoo eo 4na3 2 2 

- a.. {2sa(+-)- M- sa(++)- M+ 6a(--) }, 
eoroo2 (M++M-) M+ M-

l =(eo- e..,) ~{..4:2 -~A1 + x(x -1) (A:;- ~.At')'} 
~r 2 2 

1 J M_[ t ] 
+roo2(M++M-)I\2.6!(+-l+5a(+-)- M+ s•(++l+2sa(++) 

-Z:[ s.<-->++sa<--> ]}~ (48) 

s =-(eo- Eoo) ~{~.At- Az + x(x -1) (!_.A{- .A•')} 
4na3 2 2 

1 { M_ M+ } 
+ wo2 (M++M-) 26.(+-)- M+ sa(++)- M_ sa(--) ' 

A- =A-+ M+• + M_2 A -. 2M~-
• ' (M++M-) 2 + i (M++M=->" I 

.A;' =2 (M+-M:...) 2(Ai+-A;-). 
M++M-

In the case in which one can restrict oneself to the 
short-range interaction model the parameters entering 
in (48) are expressed in terms of experimentally ob
served quantities. For this purpose we carry out the 
minimization of the energy per unit cell: 

1 ( l ) 1 r ( l )] a'eZ 
- ~ r2 kk' !Jlhh' Lr2 kk' + --;;2 = O, 
a z, R, k' 

(49) 

where a' is the Madelung constant. In the short-range 
interaction approximation 

q>' = -a'e2 I 2vaa. (50) 

Using equalities (27a), (47), and (50), we find 

ql''=-3-{Mroo• eo+2 + a'e•}. 
4vaa Boo + 2 a8 

(51) 

Substituting (50) and (51) in (27a): 
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1 ( 3 aa.• )( Eo+ 2 a' e2 ) st=-;-- 1--~- Mwo2a2--+- , 
2 v.a• &.+2 a 

1 a'e2 

sz = 2s'- &;-· 

3 ( 5 aa.')( eo+2 a'e') ss=-- 1--~- Mwo2a2--+-. 
4 v a a'• e~ + 2 a 

(52) 

Thus only one constant K has remained undetermined 
in (48). However, according to (39) it is expressed in 
terms of atomic refractions 4JTNa±/3va (N is Avo
gadro's number) which were calculated in l 9 J and cited 
. [ 1 J 
lll • 

In concluding the Section we note that formula (24) 
obtained for the transverse frequencies is not valid in 
the region of very small q (q < cl)0 / c where c is the 
speed of light) in view of the fact that we took no ac
count of "retardation" in Maxwell's equations. How
ever, such a generalization presents no difficulty (see 
l lJ, Sees. 8 and 44). 

4. ACOUSTIC VIBRATION BRANCHES 

In considering the acoustic vibration branches it is 
essential to take into account that the first nonvanishing 
term of the expansion of w2 in a series in q is propor
tional to q2 • In the approximation being considered it 
is then necessary to express from (38), (44), and (3) 
E (q) and v(q) in terms of w (q) and substitute in (43) in 
the lowest approximation in q: 

( Eo- &o Va )''' 0 = w02va.(q)- Wo ~- M Ea.(q), 

( eo- eoc M )''' e~ - 1 Pa.(q)= w0 ---- va.(q)+---Ea.(q). 
4n Va 4n 

(53) 

(54) 

Expressing from (53) v(q) in terms of E(q) and then 
substituting (54) in (3), we obtain 

"' q,.q~ Ea.(q) = (1- e0) ~ --E~(q). 
~ q2 

(55) 

We seek the solution of this equation in the form (4). It 
is then seen that in view of the fact that E0 * 0 the sys
tem (55) has one trivial solution E(q) = 0. Thus, the 
equations for describing the acoustic vibration branches 
are obtained from (43) by setting v(q) = 0 and E(q) = 0: 

(56) 

Comparing expression (46) for Laj3(q) with (26) and 
(29), it is seen that Laj3(q) can be written in the form 

La.~(q) = Xtqa.q~ + 6adxzq2 + xsqa.2 ), (57) 

where 

x.1 = M+! M_ ~ { ~!(kk'HI- ekek' Az(kk')}, 
•.•· a 

X2 = 1 ~ { sz(kk') -- e•e•' A, (kk') }, 
M++M- •.•· 2a 

J(a= 1 . ~ {~(kk'H e•e•'[~~A 1 (kk')-Az(kk')]}. (58) 
M++M- "·"' a 2 

We note that according to (56)-(~iS) the polarizability of 
the ions does not affect the long-wave acoustic vibra
tions. 

A determination of w(q) for an arbitrary direction 
of q reduces to a cumbersome solution of a cubic equa
tion; we shall therefore restrict ourselves to finding 
w (q) for the propagation of sound along axes of high 
symmetry which makes it possible to relate X1 , x2 , and 
x3 with the elastic constants of the crystal. In the case 
of the [ 100] direction we have 

ul12 = (J)z2 = Xzq2, w:f = (XI+ Xz + Xs) q2• (59) 

In the case of the [ 111] direction 

w12 = {i}z2 = (Xz + 'lsXs) q2, Ws2 = (X• + Xz + 1/31(3) q'. (60) 

A direct comparison of (60) and (59) with the equations 
of the theory of elasticity leads to the following expres
sions for the elastic constants: 

Cu = P(Xt + Xz + Xs), Ctz = P(Xt -xz), c .. = PXz, (61) 

where p is the density of the crystal. 
In order to prove the Cauchy relationship, we make 

use of equality (49). Let us consider the quantity 
x1- 2x2: 

2 , z , 1 ( z ]} 
- 3. ~ r'(kk') <jlkk'l r' kk') · 

l, k, 1t' ~ 

(62) 

The first sum of the right-hand side of (62) can be ex
pressed in terms of a' using relations (30). To this 
end we combine both equalities (30) and then make H 
approach zero, making use of the fact that the quanti
ties A1 and A2 are independent of H. We then obtain2 > 

~ ekek'[A,(kk')+Az(kk')J=~~' ehek'' r( l )I-• =-2e'a'. 
a 3 kk' 3a 

k,k' l,k,k' (63) 

Substituting (49) and (63) in (62), we obtain X1 = 2x2, 
i.e., cl2 = c44' 

We note that the sum of the squares of the sound ve
locities along three mutually perpendicular directions 
is an invariant with respect to the angle of rotation and 
is only determined by the short-range interaction: 

If one restricts oneself to the model of short-range in
teraction, then (64) will take the form 

Cu + 2c,.. = 6a2 I Va. (65) 

Comparing (65) with (47), one can obtain an identity 
relating the elastic constants of a crystal with w0 : 

2 >we note that making the same assumption one can express in 
terms of known numbers also another combination of A 1 and A2 : 

where zF = -0.696 for NaCl type lattices and zl2 = 1.802 for CsCl type 
lattices (see [1°] , Sec. 16). 
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a• eo+2 
C11 + 2c .. = M(J)o2----. 

Va €oo + 2 
(66) 

Only known material constants enter in identity (66); 
it can therefore be cons ide red as a criterion of the ap
plicability of the short-range interaction model. We 
note that for the majority of alkali-halide crystals it is 
fulfilled with an accuracy of± 10%. 

APPENDIX 

In this Appendix we obtain the optical vibration fre
quencies with the aid of the dielectric permittivity ten
sor Eaj3(q, w) (14). "'\ccording to the terminolo_gy ?f [51 , 

the case of an irrotatwnal (but nonzero) electric field 
[see (3)] refers to "fictitious longitudinal waves" (see 
[ 51 , Sec. 2.2). In this case the dispersion equation takes 
on the form[ 51 

"" qa.qp ) 0 L.J --ea.p{q,(J) = . 
a,p q2 

(67) 

If one substitutes in (67) expression (14) for Eaj3(q, w), 
then one obtains a cubic equation in w2 • It is clear 
from physical considerations that one of the roots of 
this equation is close to w 2 ~ (E 0 /E ocJ w~, and the other 
two w2 ~ w~. In seeking the first root the expression 
for Eaj3(q, w) can be simplified by expanding it in the 
parameter (qa)2 w~/(w 2 - w~: 

€oo·W2 - BQOOo2 Bo - Eoo 
Eap(q, ro) ~ 2 2 bap + (J)o2 -(-2-------;:-)2 Ilap(q) 

,w -wo w -wo 

- 2 [ 4nMva (eo-eoo)J''' Gap(q)+4nFap(q), (68) 
ro2- mo2 

which coincides with (4.19) of [ 51 for nongyrotropic 
crystals. 

Substituting (68) in (67), we obtain a value w~ which 
coincides with (19a) in the approximation quadratic in q 
which is being considered. 

In the case when w2 ~ w~ the largest contribution to 
Eaj3(q, w) is due to the s:cond ~erm in ~he right-~and 
side of (14) which is ~q 2 , while the first and thtrd 
terms are ~ q0 and the fourth is ~ q2 • In this case the 
dispersion equation takes on the form 

""'' qaqp L.J --Aap(q, ro) = 0. 
a,B qZ 

(69) 

This equation is quadratic in w 2• Its solutions are w ~ 
and w~ which coincide with (22). 

We note that in the vicinity of w2 ~ w~ the recipro
cal dielectric tensor has a particularly simple form: 

e;;~ (q,m)=- "( 1 ) {(m2 -mo2)6ap+Ilap(q)}, (70) 
roo eo- Boo 

which is in agreement with (4.21) of [ 51 • 
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